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ABSTRACT 

Brain and liver RNA diversities were measured under double-blind .. 
experimental conditions, using unique sequence molecular hybridization, 

in three experiments with rats raised in experientially enriched (EC) or 

impoverished (IC) environments. Liver RNA diversity of EC animals was 

not different from that of IC animals. Brain total RNA of EC animals, 

at equivalent R
0
ts of 184,000-212,000, hybridized to 10.6% of rat unique 

DNA; this was the mean of 11 separate groups of rats. The average 

hybridization of brain RNA from 11 groups of IC animals in the same 

. range of equivalent R
0
t was 8.2% of the unique DNA. The difference was 

statistically significant at P <0.02. Of 10 groups of 3 littermate pairs, 

(paired across EC and IC groups) brain RNA diversity was greater in EC 

animals in 8 cases. A least squares fit of the kinetics of hybridizati9n 

to a pseudo first order reaction showed that, at ~aturation, the RNA from 

brains of EC animals was complementary to 16.4% of the unique DNA while 

that from IC animals was complementary to 9.1%. This difference was 

found iri the least abundant class of rat brain RNA. These changes in 

sequence diversity reflected either an increase in the number of diverse 

RNA species present or an increase in the number of copies of certain 

RNA species in the rats raised in an enriched environment. A change in 

• brain RNA populations of this magnitude may reflect a significant 

difference in brain function between EC and IC animals. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The effects of differential rearing on mammalian brain have been 

studied in several contexts. Investigations have shown alterations in 

rodent brain anatomy (DIAMOND, et al., 1976), biochemistry (ROSENZWEIG, 

et al., 1971; BENNETT, 1976; DeFEUDIS, et al., 1976b), pharmacology (De 

FEUDIS~ et al., 1976a) and development (ROSENZWEIG, et al., 1969; 

ROSENZWEIG & BENNETT, 1977) as a result of environmental variations 

during rearing. Since such alterations may only occur within the constraints 

defined by genomic information, effects of environmental influences on 
/ 

brain transcription may be responsible for the observed alterations. 

Previqus work has implicated RNA synthesis as playing a role in 

memory, learning, and other complex cognitive.functions (GLASSMAN, 1969; 

GLASSMAN & WILSON, 1973; HYDEN, 1973), but· details of this methanism ; 
I 

have remained unknown. Whatever the role of RNA synthesis is in such 

comple~ brain functions, translated species of brain messenger RNAs must 

be expected ~ priori to encode the information necessary for the structural 

and functional diversity of the proteins in the organ. Messenger RNA 

has its origin as nuclear RNA which includes numerous RNA species and 

many of these may also be necessary to brain function. A measurement of 

the total sequence diversity of brain RNA is, therefore, a measurement 

of the total genomic information used in brain function. Two additional 

facts support the possibility of involvement of RNA in the brain's 

response to ex..:,:-riP.nce. During both embryonic and early extra-uterine · 

life the tot& 1 brain RNA sequence diversity was shown to increase approximately 

three-fold, while the diversity of RNA present in visceral organs did 

not change (GROUSE, et al., 1972; BROWN & CHURCH, 1972). This increase 

in·brain RNA diversity occurred during a period of great anatomical, 

behavioral, and maturational change in the nervous systems of the 
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animals and resulted in greater RNA sequence diversity than was found in 

visceral organs (HAHN & LAIRD, 1971; BROWN & CHURCHP 1971; GROUSE, et a1., 1972). 

ThiJS a study of the effects of experience on RNA sequence diversity may 

provide information concerning the regulation-of brain development. 

The great sequence complexity of rodent DNA (2.8 x 109 nucleotide 

pairs) would make the detection of subtle changes of a relatively few 

RNA species difficult using molecular hybridization techniques without 

the use of probes for specific nucleic acid sequences. In order to 

study the effects of differential experience on the expression of genomic 

information in RNA we used an experimental model (environmental complexity) 
. 

that could potentially lead to profound alterations in the development 

of normal centra1 nervous system function. Comparisons of RNA spec.ies in 
' 

brain following learning and behavior changes have previously been made 

using molecular hybridization with the DNA membrane filter methodology. By 

this technique RNA differences were reported after learning experiences 

1n rats (MACHLUS & GAITO, 1969) but the findings were not reproduced 

(VON UUNGEN~ 1971). Brain RNAs of rats which had experienced environmental 

enrichment or deprivation were found to behave identically in DNA filter 

competition experiments (MUSHVNSKY et al.~ 1973). Although the DNA filter 

tachnique is very useful in intraspecies studies of nucleic acid relatedness . 

- . 
... 

(lAIRD et al.G 1969) and can be utilized in the determination, with • 

specific RNA specieso of the number of gene copies present in DNA 

(McCARTHY & CHURCH~ 1970)u RNA=DNA hybridization on filters reflects 
' almost exclusively sequence homology of repeated sequences. The majority 

of structural genes are transcribed from unique DNA sequences (GOLDBERG 

et a1., 1973p KLEIN et a1oo 1974) which do not react appreciably with 

RNA under filter hybridization conditions (McCARTHY & CHURCH, 1970). 
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in contrast, hybridization of unique DNA (uDNA) in solution with RNA in 

vast excess (GELDERMAN et a1., 1971; HAHN & LAIRD, 1971; BROWN & CHURCH, 

1971; GROUSE et a1., 1972) offers a method of sequence-specific 

measurement of genomic expression. The data of UPHOUSE & BONNER 

(1974), obtained with this technique, demonstrated an increase in the 

diversity of brain RNA from rats raised in enriched vs. "non-enriched" 

environments. We here confirm and extend these findings . 

• 

' ) 
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~~TERIALS AND METHODS 

The data presented in this paper were obtained from rats in three 

separate experiments. Experiment 1. Thirty=six male Fischer weanling 

rats (21 days old) were divided among 3 conditions: (A) twelve animals 

(EC) spent 30 days together in a large cage (180 x 120 x 30 em) with a 

maze which was changed daily between the feeding and nesting area. Each 

day a new stimulus object (balance beam, cube, platform, an object with 

a hole, etc.) was presented to the animals. They were handled frequently. 

{B) TlfJe l ve anima 1 s ( CC) spent 30 days, two anima 1 s to a 30 x 46 x 25 em 

cage. They were not handled, and had no experience with mazes or toys. 

Two of these animals died during the course of the experiment. (C) 
" 

Twelve animals (IC) spent 30 days isolated in 20 x 46 x 25 em 
; 

cages. They were not handled and had no experience with mazes or;toys. 

Two of these animals also died during the course of the experiment. All 

animals had food and water ad libitum. Animals were decapitated and 

their brains and livers were frozen on dry ice. Frozen brains or livers 

were later combined by treatment condition into single homogenates9 from 

which total RNA was prepared (see below). These rats were raised in the 

N.I.H. laboratory, and no attempt was made to conceal the treatment 

condition from those performing the biochemical tes.ts. 

Experiments 2 and 3. These animals were raised in the differential 

environments at the animal laboratories of the Psychology Department, 

U. of California, Berkeley. Experiment 2 consisted of 12 littermate 

pairs and expcrin1e11t 3 consisted of 24 1ittel~matc pairs of s1 male rats. 

One rat of each littermate pair was placed in the impoverished condition (IC) 

and the other in the enriched co~dition (EC) at 28 days (Experiment 2) 

or 48 days (Experiment 3) of age. The IC rats lived in individual cages 

- . 

• 
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(J2 x 20 x 20 ~m) in a s~parate isolation room, whereas the EC rats were 

· hou~~d in ~roups of 12 in large 'g~es (70 x 70 x 46 em) furnished with about 

6 §timuius objeGts which were chang~d daily. For a more complete description 
\: 

of the EC iHIO JC environments see ROSENZWEIG & BENNE'rT· ( 1969) . 

The r~ts were killed after 44 days (Experiment 2) or 32 days 

(Exportment ~)'in the differential environments. The brains were 

di§§e~t~d into the total cortex sample and the subcortex sample (including 

medulla. pon~. and cerebellum) and weighed to obtain the total cortex/subcortex 

wci~ht r~t1o (ROSENZWEIG & BENNETT, 1969). After weighing, the samples 

w~re frogen on dry ice, then stored and shipped frozen to the N. I. H. for 

the biochemical studies. A code was provided which allowed the recombination 

of the cortex {lnd subcortex samples and the pairing of EC-IC littermates. 

Howev~r. the identity of the brains with respect to EC or IC was ynknown 

to Pny p~rticipant in the biochemical experiments. Since rat brains.had 

to be pooled to obtain sufficient RNA for hybridization, groups of 3 

br9ins from one set were combined for comparison against groups of 3 

brili·ns from the other set by a person not participating in the RNA 

prepargtion. hybridi;?:ation or assay procedures. Littermates which had 

been raised under EC and IC conditions were in groups which were directly 

compared. The code was not revealed until the assays and final 

tg1tu1ations of the hybridization data for the experiments in question 

were completed. Experiments 2 and 3 provided a potential total of 12 

patr~d samples ~unsisting of 3 rat brains in each sample. However, in 

the course of th(\ 'lybridizatiun studies, sufficient RNA was not obtained 

from·4 samples so that only 10 comparisons were available from these 12 

paired groups, Nineof the comparisons were between littermate groups. 
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Pr_~P._gr_i:l_t_i_~!l_o_f __ cellular RN_~, RNA was prepared by a modification of 

th~ m~thgd of SHEAR~R & McCARTHY (1967), Brain or liver homogenates 

w~r~ ~xtr9~t~g with hot phenol~Ghlorofprm in the presence of 0.5% SDS at 

~H §.~~ phgno1 W9S removed by r~pei:lted precipitation of the RNA by ethanol. 

§yb§@qU~nt prep~rDtion steps inc1uded treatment with electrophoretically 

~yrified DN&~e l (Worthington, DPFF, 10 ~g/ml), pronase treatment (Calbiochem, 

§e1f~d1~e~ted. 100 ~~/ml) ethanol pr~cipitation, retreatment with DNase, 

pheno1 e~troGtion and precipitation with ethanol. All RNA preparations 

were pg§~ed over Sephadex G-50 prior to hybridization experiments in 

order to remove low molecular wei9ht materials. Alkaline degradation 

{GROUS~ et Pl •• 1972) of 10 separite preparations of brain and liver RNA 
0 

@liminP-ted their Dbility to hybridile with unique DNA, demonstrating that 
; 

hybridif~tion Wi:l~ not a result of ~ontaminating DNA present in tne RNA 

~rep9rf,ition~. 

3 J ~Q_1_g!i ~n _ __of _ _ll_~; 9ue seque~_c_c_~_o_f_ __ H_-1 a belled DNA. Radioactively 

1~bglled {~ROUSE & SCHRIER, 1977a) ftnd unlabelled DNA were prepared as 

d~~~riPed by ~RlTTEN» et al.t (1974) ysing a modified Marmur method. 

After $Onic~tion of DNA to a mean si~e of 400 double-stranded nucleotides 

~~ de~cribed by .lEDERi et al., {1973), unique sequences were prepared on 

h.ydro~yl~Hl.gtit~ g~ in GROUSE, et gl,, (1972) after .incubation of 3H-

1sbelled fgt ONA to a. ~oncentrgtion~time product (C
0
t) of 300. The 

triti9ted rgt ONA w~s isolated from the L8 muscle cell line, which we 

f)Pt{lined from Or, Marshall Nirenberg, and had a specific activity of 

796,000 dpm per pg of DNA. Renaturation kinetics of unique sequences of 

La (rgt) DNA ~r~ shown in the accompanying paper (GROUSE & SCHRIER, 1977b) . 

. Although th~ unique DNA was purified to remove all sequences which renatured 

befQre g c
0
t of ~00. the presenc~ of small amounts of repetitive sequences 

eQYld nQt b~ ryle.d out by this technique alone. 

- . 

• 
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Hybridization reactions. Measurements of RNA diversity were performed 

by hybridization of RNA at concentrations from 1 to 20 mg/ml in 25 ~ 1 
' . . ,. . 

capillaries containing 0.054 ~g of [3H]uDNA. _ The buffer for these 

reactions was 10 mM tris-HCl, pH 7,.0; 10 mM EDTA; O.S% SDS; the concentration 

of NaCl in the buffer was varied, in order to change the reaction rate, 

according to the schedules of BRITTEN et al. (1974). The c~pillaries 

were boiled, incubated at 67° to the desired concentration-time product 

and then frozen. The amount of hybridization was determined by assay with 

s1 nucleas.e. The contents of the capillaries weremixe,d into 300 ~1 of 

Buffer A, (60 mM NaCl, 3.6 mM ZnC1 2, 6% (v/v), glY,cer:-ol, and 36 mM NaOAc, 
. 

, pH 4.5) to which was added 25 ~g of boiled, sonicated calf thymus DNA. 
9 ' 

One-tenth vol of each reaction was incubated for 35 .min at 45° without 

enzyme and then acid-precipitated, collected on GF/C -filters and counted 

at 28% efficiency _in a liquid scintillation spectrometer (SCHRIER & WILSON, 

1973) in order to determine the total amount of [3H]uDNA in the capillary. . ' ' 

The re~aining 9/10 was similarly incubated following the addition of 

1.71 ~nits of s1 nuclease, after which the remaining macromolecules were 

precipitated, collected and counted as above. The ~l nuclease was 

prepared by chromatography on DEAE-cellulose of a crude tt-amylase 

preparation (Sigma Chemical Co.) from Aspergillus oryzae as described 
I , 

by SUTTON (1971), except that a salt gradient from 0-400mr1 NaCl in 10 mM P.B. 

was employed rather than batch elution. A unit of s1 activity was 

defined as that activity which made acid-soluble 1 ~g of [3H]poly(U) 
' ' ~ 

in 1 min at 45° under pseudo zero order conditions. 
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RESULTS 

The hybridization data presented in Fig. 1 include values from s1 assays 

of the contents of 114 capillaries which contained brain RNA from EC (Fig. lA) 

and IC (Fig. 18) treatment groups of all three experiments. The assays were - • 

performed on 4 separate occasions in groups of 11-56 capillaries. The extent 

of hybridization of total brain RNA with un·ique DNA is shown on H:·~ ordinate 

a~d an equivalent R
0
t (ER

0
t) scale on the abscissa. Higher ER

0
t values were 

not included in this figure because almost all reactions at higher ER
0
ts 

showed extensive RNA degradation, a decrease in hybridization values. and a 

departure from pseudo first order kinetics. Pooling hybridization data at 

ER
0

t SU,000-80,000 as early; 80,000-130,DOO as middle; and 180,000-220,000 as 
0 

late reacting species, allowed calculations showing that there wer~ no 
; 

statistically significant differences between EC and IC hybridization 

· values from early or middle reacting species, but that EC Values for 

late species were significantly greater than late IC values at P <0.01. 

Even eliminating the highest late EC value (14.6) and lowest late IC 

value (4.2), the EC-IC difference at these R
0
ts remained significant at 

p <0.01. 

Since the concentration of unhybridized RNA species remains virtually 

constant during RNA excess hybridization reactions, it has been argued 

(HOUGH et al., 1975) that RNA-DNA duplex formation follows pseudo-first 

order kinetics and can be described by the equation 

-kR t 
DIDo = e 0 (1) 

where D/Do is the fraction of hybridizable uDNA which is single-stranded 

·at a given time t, k is the rate constant, and R
0 

is the initial RNA 

concentration. As R
0

t increases, the fraction of the DNA which is 

• 
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hybridized approaches a constant value. Analysis of rat brain total RNA 

hybridization data to fit a single curve of the form of equation (1) was 

performed by electronic computer using a least squares method. Lines in 

Figs. lA and lB represent the best· solutions for the data. At saturation 

the IC rat brain total RNA was calculated to be complementary to 9.1% of 

the uDNA. The reaction constant was 1.4 x lo-5 liter x mole-1 x sec-1. 

At saturation EC rat brain total RNA was complementary to 16.4%' of the 

uDNA. The reaction constant was 0.6 x 10-5 liter x mole-1 x sec~ 1 . 

Hybridization data showing the percent of unique DNA complementary 

to rat total brain RNA at ER
0
ts from 184,000-212,000 for the three 

experimental groups are tabulated in columns 3 and 4 of Table 1. ·The 
0 

relative difference in hybridization expressed as EC-IC is shown· in. 
Ic . ; 

column 5. Experiment 1 represented pooled brain~ of 10 to 12 ~ats from 

each of three experimental groups (EC, CC and IC). The hybridization 

values given represent the average of at least 2 determinations at ER
0

t 

185,000. Brain RNA from EC animals of experiment 1 hybridized to a 

. larger fraction of unique DNA than did brain RNA from tc or CC animals. 

Each row for experiments 2 and 3 represented comparisons using pooled 

brains from 3 EC animals with their 3 IC littermate pairs. The 

brain RNA from the EC rats hybridized with a larger fraction of unique 

DNA than did that of IC rats in 2 of the 3 comparisons in e'xperiment 2. 

RNA from experiment 3 EC groups hybridized with a larger fraction of 

unique DNA than did that of IC groups in 6 of 7 comparisons. Averaging 

duta from all th. "e e;q)(~rimcnts, totill bl'uin RNA frora EC animals 

hybridized to 10.6 ~ 2.0% of unique DNA at ER
0
ts 184,000-212,000 

while brain RNA from IC animals hybridized to 8.2 + 2.0%. Statistical 

analysis of the data as two independent populations showed that the 
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EC and IC treatment groups were significantly different at P <0.02 using 

the two-tailed t-test for independent samples (FRIEDMAN, 1972). Although 

littermates were compared, the pooling of 3 rat brains per group made the 

statistical treatment of the groups as related theoretically questionable. 

Nevertheless, a statistical analysis of the sequence complexity differences 

-between such paired EC and IC groups showed that the groups were significantly 

different at P <0.02 (two-tailed t-test for related samples). An attempt 

to correlate EC/IC RNA diversity ratios (columns 3 and 4) with EC/IC 

cortex/subcortex weight ratios for experiments 2 and 3 (columns 6 and 7} 

using the Pearson product moment correlation showed no significant 

correlation. The lack of correlation of RNA diversity changes with changes 
9 

in cortex/subcortex weight ratios may indicate that the two phenomena are 
; 

unrelated. It has been found that other brain changes with experience are 

not closely related in magnitude or time course to brain weight changes 

(ROSENZWEIG et al., 1971). Unfortunately, the cortex/subcortex ratio 

change usually found between EC and IC rat brains, although present in 

experiments 2 and 3, was not significant in rat brains used in experiment 3, 

and further work is necessary to clarify this point. 

Figure 2 shows the hybridization of rat liver RNA from EC or IC 

animals of experiment 1 with unique rat DNA. No difference in RNA 

hybridization was noted in these or in other experiments. The computer 

extrapolated the data to saturation at 5.3% for both treatment groups. 

The reaction of unique DNA alone or with yeast transfer RNA (Sigma) was 

subtracted from ct1e RNA-DNA hybridization vJlues shown above, although 

uDNA renaturation at the maximal DNA C
0
t reached in these experiments 

(EC
0
t = 22.8) was only 0.5% as analyzed by the s1 nuclease assay. 

Rehybridization of 3H-DNA rec~vered and purified from RNA-DNA hybrids 

with total DNA as driver gave renaturation kinetics characteristic of 

- . 
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rat uDNA, suggesting ~hat few repetitive DNA-RNA hybrids ha~ formed. 

Melting measurements of RNA-DNA hybrids in 0.12 M P.B. gave a Tm of 

82°, which was appropriate for well~matched duplexe~ (GROUSE et al., 

1972). No loss of TCA precipitable DNA occurred in any of the reactions 

reported here. However, experiments with total brain RNA which had been 

pulse-labelled with [14c]uridine did show a 305~ loss of TCA precipitable 

RNA during 8 day reactions similar to those described here, and in 

incubations of 10-12 days, a >90% loss of TCA precipitable RNA counts 

was found. This showed that RNA degradation did limit the length.of. 

time that reactions could be carried out in this system . 

• 

,. 
J. 
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DISCUSSION 

These data indicat~d that there was a profound difference between 

the brain RNA populations of animals raised in a complex environment and 

those raised in a deprived environment. No such changes were found in 

liver RNAs from these animals. The differences in RNA diversity found 

between the rat brain RNAs were statistically significant, but the 

interpretation of this finding is complex. The greater RNA diversi~y 

observed in the brains of EC animals does not necessarily mean that 

there were differences in specific protein molecules present in the rat 

brains because total brain RNA diversity is not necessarily a reflection 

of mRNA s~quence diversity. The greatest fraction of cellular RNA 

sequence diversity resides in heterogeneousonuclear RNA (HnRNA) (SHEARER 

& McCARTHY, 1970). A comparison of the RNA diversity of HnRNA and mRNA 

" in sea urchin embryos showed that only about 10% of the HnRNA diversity 

was found in an mRNA preparation (HOUGH et al., 1975; GALAU et al., 

1974}. BANTLE & HAHN (1976) found that mouse poly(A)-mRNA reacted with 

3.8% of unique DNA and GROUSE & SCHRIER (1977b) found 3.2% of rat uDNA 

complementary to poly(A)-containing mRNA, values considerably lower than 

total nuclear or nuclear _poly(A)-containing RNA diversities (16.8-21.5% 

of uDNA). A similar experiment comparing mouse brain total RNA ana 

polysomal RNA showed that total polysomal RNA contained sequence diversity 

amounting to 5.5% of the uDNA (GROUSE, 1973). Thus, differences in RNA 

diversities t~+ween EC and IC total RNAs may yield smaller or no differences 

at the leve~ of mRNA. 

Extrapolati~n of the hybridization reaction data to saturation 

to first order reaction kinetics suggested that the RNA diversity 

differences observed between EC and IC rat brain RNAs were greater 

than those observed at subsaturation. However, as previously discussed 

(: 
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(HOUGH et al., 1975}, one cannot rule out the possibility that an RNA 

component of greater complexity might be observed in IC RNA if the 
. . 

measurements were carried out to higher RNA C
0
ts than are feasible with 

total brain RNA. We have demonstrated that ~he experimental values 

reported here are subsaturation (GROUSE & SCHRIER, 1977b). Because 

of the complexity of brain total RNA, analysis of such data by 

13 

pseudo first order reaction kinetics was not wholly satisfactory, in 

spite of reasonably good concordance of the fit to the data. There were 

5 x 104 copies of each uDNA sequence present in every reaction {1 x 1014 nucleotidcs 

of DNA/1.96 x 109 nucleotides diversity}. The total RNA in each reaction 

containec, for the least abundant nuclear RNAs (accompanying paper), 9~1 x 104 RNA 

copies of.each sequence (4.15 x 1013 nucleotides of RNA/4.55 x 108 nucleotid~s 

diversity}. This constituted only a 1.8-fold excess of the driving RNA sequences 
.• 

of this class of RNA in total brain RNA. In contrast there was a 22,600-fold 

excess of the driving RNA sequences in the most abundant nuclear RNA class and 

a 180-fold ~xcess of the intermediate abundance class RNAs. These calculations 

. showed \'Jhy the total RNA reactions had not reached saturation. Reactions of uDNJ\ 

with rat brain nuclear RNA described in the preceding paper utilized lower DNA 

concentrations and higher Na+ concentrations, while nuclear RNA provided a 

4-fol.d enrichment of reactive nuclear RNA sequences over total RNA such 

that the least frequent RNA species were in a 15-fold excess over their uDNA 

complements. Even a 15-fold excess was borderline for analysis of the reaction 

of the RnA com~~ .. _1t with uDNA as pseudo first order, but it was clear that the 

higher concer.tratinn of the leilst frccjttE:nt i~Nl\s in nuclear RNA led to a much 

greater reaction of this component with uDNA in nuclear RNA reactions than in 

total RNA reactions. Until saturation of transcribed uDNA is achieved, 
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comparisons of relative uDNA sequence diversity measurements could be 

inaccurate because sequences with fewer copies in one pop~lation would not 

react as rapidly with uDNA as those same sequences in higher concentration 

in another poptilation. To state this important point in another way, if 

the overall pattern of transcription was unaffected but certain species were 

much less frequently present in one of two populations, an apparently lower 

sequence diversity measurement at subsaturation values would appear, since 

the rare species would not saturate their uDNA complements as rapidly. Thus, 

we cannot conclude that EC brains contained RNA sequences not present in IC 

brains. Even if transcription were not qualitatively different in IC brain RNA, 

the fact that one RNA population had many m~re copies of certain sequences 

than another population would be expected to have profound biologic importance. 
·' . 

The number of copies in brain of a given RNA sequence may reflect the extent 

of its distribution in the various cell types of the brain, its pre:,Jonderance 

·within those cells which contain it, or both; these data cannot distinguish 

between these pos~ibilities. 

The reaction kinetics of EC and IC brain RNAs suggested several important 

observations. The fact that EC-IC RNA diversity differences were seen only at 

higher R
0
ts showed that the RNA species present in EC brains but absent or 

diminished in IC brains were those sequences present .relatively infrequently. 

Also, the fact that both EC and IC RNA hybridization kinetics were similar over 

4-5 days dimi~ished the likelihood that technical factors (altered ribosomal 

or poly(A)-HnRNA content of brains, DNA contnmination of RNA, RNA preparation 

methods, etc.) ~ere res~onsible for the RNA diversity differences. For instance, 

a nonspecific doubling of ribosomal RNA content, in IC brain RNA, without alteration 

of HnRNA or mRNA content, could not have caused the observed hybridization 
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results because such a change would have altered hybridization throughout 

the reaction. The .lower sequence diversity values observed here for brain 

total RNA than for the nuclear RNA (data of the accompanying paper) were 

15 

probably not due to selective loss of any RNA component during preparation since 

similar results for brain total RNA were observed using different 

preparative methods (hot phenol, pH 5.2, or hot phenol-chloroform, pH 5.2). 

Specific causes for large RNA diversity changes in this system are 

not known. It is known that estrogen leads to large increases in RNA diversity 

in chick oviduct as measured by nuclear RNA hybridization (LIARKOS et al., 1973) 

or by reaction of eDNA complementary to poly(A)-containing chick oviduct RNA 
. 

(MONAHAN et al., 1976). This effect was not due to alteration of the cell types 

present. The greater RNA diversity in brain when compared with visceral organs 

has been interpreted to reflect the more complicated cyto-architectur~ and diversity 

of cell types in brain (GROUSE et al., 1973). Several laboratories have found 

morphological differences between the brains of EC and IC animals (VOLKMAR & 

GREENOUGH, 1972; DIAMOND et al., 1975; DIAMOND et al., 1976; GLOBUS et al., 1973; 

GREENOUGH, 1976), but whether the RNA changes found in these experiments have any 

relation to such morphological changes is not known at this time. There is a 

great deal of evidence concerning effects of excessive or insufficient levels of 

0 hormones on brain development, but their relation to the present study is also 

unclear since we cannot separate hormonal effects from effects of the environment 

in these experiments. Brain weight differences between EC and IC animals were 

found to occur in hypophysectomized rats (ROSENZWEIG & BENNETT, 1972). In order 

to determine the prcc1se nature of hormonal, cxpedential and developmental, 

effects on transcription in the nervous system, more specific molecular probes 

may be necessary. We are currently preparing a DNA probe of the RNA sequences 

unique to EC brain. 
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Table 1. RNA hybridization and brain weight data. 

% uDNA Hybridized . TC/S Weight Ratio 

Experiment N ECa ICa EC-ICb ECC ICc 
IC 

1 10-12 1 0.6d 7.0d + 51% NDe ND 

2 3 14.6 9.6 + 51% • 741 .689 

12.1 10.9 + 11% .724 .686 

8.6 9.5 - 9% .726 .710 

3 3 12. 1 9.7 +.25% .714 .687 

11.1 4.2 +164% .• 710 • 711 
• 10.5 7.9 + 33% .705 .732 

10.4 . 8. 2 + 27% .747 .718 

9.6f 5.6f + 71% .733 • 701 

9.8 8.2 + 20% .749 .729 

7.0 9.5 - 26% .725 .726 

MEAN 10.58 8.21 + 37% .728 .709 

STD. DEV. + 2.0 + 2.0 +.015 + .018 

. aMaximal hybridization at ER
0
t 184,000-212,000 

bVa1ues calcu~ated from maximal hybridization data in columns 3 and 4 

cTotal cortex to subcortex weight ratios 

dThe CC rat brain RNA diVt!r:,ity was 9.0% 

eNot done 

fThis comparison was not between littermates 

EC-IC 
IC 

ND 

+ 7.5% 

+ 5.5% 

+ 2.3% 

+ 3.9% 

- 0.1% 

- 3.7% .. 
. /+- 4.0% 

+ 4.6% 

+ 2.7% 

- 0.1% 

+ 2.66% 

. ·~ 

•' 
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FIGURE LEGENDS . 

Fig. lA. Kinetic~ of EC rat brain total RNA hybridization with rat unique DNA. 

EC rat brain total RNA (500 ~g) was mixed wfth 0.054 ~g of L8 

·unique DNA (796,000 d.p.m./~g) in 25 ~1 capillaries and incubated 

in 0.59 M NaCl, 0.01 M EOTA, 0.5% S.O.S., 0.01 M tris-HCl pH 7.2 

at 68° after denaturing by b6iling for 7 min. Samples were incubated 

for a maximum of 8 days to the desired ER
0
t, and were frozen until 

assayed by s1 nuclease as described in Methods. The number of points 

at each time for a given treatment group may not be equal since diffel~cnt 

times were selected in differen~ experiments. The solid line 1s the 

computer generated least squares fit to Eq. 1 of the data.· 
• 

Fig. lB. KinetiCs of IC rat brain total RNA hybridization with rat unj·que DNA. 

Fig. 2 

IC rat brai~ total RNA (500 ~g) was mixed with 0.054 ~g of (8 unique 

DNA (796,000 d.p.m./~g), and was hybridized and assayed as described 

in lA. The solid line is the computer generated least squares fit 

of the data to Eq. 1. The dashed line is the best fit line from 

Fig. lA. 

Kinetics of rat liver total RNA hybridization with rat unique DNA. 

Varying amounts (10-500 ~g) of liver total RNA were mixed with L8 

uDNA in 5 or 25 ~1 capillaries and incubated .at 6ZO in 0.59 M NaCl, 

0.01 M EDTA, 0.5% S.O.S., 0.01 M tris-HCl pH 7.2 after denaturing by 

boiling for 7 min. Samples were incubated to the desired ER
0
t values 

and frozen until as~ayed by s1 ~uclease as described in Methods. 

EC (triangles) and IC {stjuures) 1 iver RN/\ reactions were fit by a 

computer least squares program to Eq. 1 (solid line). The reaction 
• 

constant was 10-S liter mole-l sec-l. 
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